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Bipolar thermoelectric superconducting single-electron transistor
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Thermoelectric effects in normal metals and superconductors are usually very small due to the presence of
electron-hole symmetry. Here, we show that superconducting junctions brought out of equilibrium manifest a
sizable bipolar thermoelectric effect that stems from a strong violation of the detailed balance determined by the
crucial role of the interactions at the mean-field level. To fully control the effect, we consider a thermally biased
SIS′IS junction where the capacitance of the central S′ region is small enough to establish a Coulomb blockade
regime. By exploiting charging effects we are able to tune the Seebeck voltage, the thermocurrent, and thereby
the power output of this structure, via an external gate voltage. We then analyze the main figures of merit of
bipolar thermoelectricity and we prospect for possible applications.
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Introduction. Thermal transport and quantum thermody-
namics at the nanoscale have recently attracted a growing
interest [1–19], thanks to the opportunity the thermoelectric
effects offer in heat management and nanodevices energy
efficiency [20–30]. In the linear regime thermoelectricity re-
quires a breaking of the electron-hole (EH) symmetry at the
scattering level, implying a nonreciprocal IV characteristic,
i.e., I (V,�T ) �= −I (−V,�T ), where �T is the temperature
difference. Metals, that are almost spectrally electron-hole
(EH) symmetric, show nearly negligible Seebeck coefficients
[31] and present zero thermovoltages in the superconduct-
ing phase. In the nonlinear regime it has been demonstrated
[32,33] that an SIS′ thermally biased superconducting tun-
nel junction, when the Josephson coupling is sufficiently
suppressed, spontaneously develops a voltage bias: a mani-
festation of spontaneous breaking of the EH symmetry of the
whole junction. The system exhibits a sizable thermopower,
yielding an effective Seebeck coefficient (S) as large as ∼ 105

times its value in the normal state [34,35]. Crucially, the
spectral EH symmetry determines a full bipolar effect, i.e.,
reciprocal IV characteristics, and we call this effect bipolar
thermoelectricity. Notably, the effect emerges in SIS′ struc-
tures when the temperature difference is of the order of the
gaps and it nonlinearly depends on the gaps’ asymmetry.
Here, we investigate the nature of the spontaneous EH sym-
metry breaking so far highlighted in the nonlinear regime and
demonstrate that its origin is found in the unique interacting
behavior of the BCS density of states (DOS) as obtained in
mean-field theory. We associate the bipolar thermoelectricity
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to a strong violation of the detail balance of the tunneling
rates, which is induced by the temperature difference in the
junction, the gap asymmetry, the monotonous decreasing of
the DOS, and the interacting nature of BCS theory. To harvest
the effect, we consider an SIS′IS structure where a central
superconducting (SC) island featuring strong Coulomb in-
teraction is sandwiched between two SC leads via tunnel
barriers. We exploit the gating properties of the Coulombic
island to control the bipolar thermoelectric performances of
the engine, showing that it substantially differs from standard
thermoelectricity in quantum dots. This unique electrical tun-
ability differs from other platforms [36] and can be relevant
for energy harvesting in superconducting quantum processors
and radiation sensors [37].

Model. The SIS′IS structure under investigation is shown
in Fig. 1(a), and consists of two SC leads [L,R, red part in
Fig. 1(a)] with the energy gap � put in tunnel contact with
a Coulombic island [central blue part in Fig. 1(a)] with a
different gap �is, via two identical barriers of resistance RL/R.
To observe bipolar thermoelectricity the leads are chosen to
have a larger gap than the island, � > �is, and they are kept
at a temperature of Thot > Tcold ≡ Tis = 0.2 TC , where TC is
the critical temperature of the leads. The tunneling barriers
are assumed to be resistive enough to make the Josephson
energy negligible with respect to thermal energy, allowing
the Josephson coupling to be neglected [38]. Yet, in order
to observe the Coulomb blockade we assume the charging
energy of the island, EC = e2/2Ctot , with Ctot the total island
capacitance, to be large enough that EC � kBTl , with l = is,
L, and R and EC � �.

For sufficiently resistive barriers the full transport proper-
ties of the system can be described through the rates � j (δU ),
with j = R and L, that describe the tunneling probability
through the jth barrier by the Fermi golden rule [39,40]

� j = 1

e2Rj

∫ ∞

−∞
dE nis(E + δU )[1 − fis(E + δU )]n j (E ) f j (E ),

(1)
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FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the SIS′IS transistor. The red-colored parts
show the hot superconductors and the blue-colored part shows the
cold one. V and VG denote the source-drain and gate voltages, re-
spectively. (b) Tunneling rates vs energy for different values of Thot

at Tcold = 0.2 TC .

where e is the electron charge; δU is the electrostatic energy
acquired (δU > 0) or lost (δU < 0) during the tunneling pro-
cess [39]; nl (E ) = |Re[(E + iγ )/

√
(E + iγ )2 − �2

l (Tl )]| is
the (smeared by nonzero γ 	 �l ) BCS DOS of the l = is, L,
and R elements [41]; and fl (E ) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function at temperature Tl . We assumed the SC island to be in
equilibrium at temperature Tis.

In the following, we assume for the physical parameters
of the transistor a realistic design [42] for Al-based tunnel
structures. The leads are realized with Al (� = 220 µeV, TC =
1.2 K), whereas the SC island is realized with a Al/Cu bilayer
(�is = �/2) with a charging energy Ec = 4�. The barriers
are chosen to be identical (R = 1 M�) and the temperature
gradient can be achieved via Joule heaters localized in the
leads.

Strong violation of detail balance. The electron tunneling
rate from the lead to the island as a function of the electrostatic
energy difference δU contains the crucial physics for the
bipolar thermoelectric effect, and it is shown in Fig. 1(b) for
different temperatures Thot. At equilibrium, Thot = Tcold (dark
blue line), we notice a small peak at δU ∗ = � − �is > 0,
which corresponds to the matching of the DOS divergences of
the two different superconductors, which is activated by the
temperature, since at zero temperature it is completely Pauli
blocked. At finite temperature in equilibrium, the rates satisfy
the detail balance �(−δU ) = e−δU/kBT �(δU ), so correspond-
ingly we expect a small peak [although not visible in Fig. 1(b)]
to exist at negative energies δU = −δU ∗ as well.

More intriguing physics arises under out-of-equilibrium
conditions. By increasing the lead temperature, Thot > Tcold,
the peak at negative energy emerges and surpasses its coun-
terpart at positive energy (brown line). This is an unusual
situation where �(−|δU |) > �(|δU |), and we identify it as
a strong violation of the detail balance. It comes out as

a consequence of a finite temperature difference populating
more states at higher energy in the hot leads. From Eq. (1) a
strong violation is possible only if for some energy ε, δU > 0
we have

nis(ε − δU )[1 − fis(ε − δU )] > nis(ε + δU )

× [1 − fis(ε + δU )]. (2)

This inequality constitutes a necessary condition and it de-
pends only on the island DOS and on its Fermi function. It
can be shown [43] that Eq. (2) is meaningful only if there is a
gap asymmetry between the hot and cold sides, and the super-
conducting DOS features a monotonously decreasing energy
dependence for |E | > � [32]. Furthermore, in order to be
satisfied, Eq. (2) implicitly requires that the BCS island DOS
shifts with the electrochemical potential (the electrostatic en-
ergy difference δU in the rate). Indeed, if the DOS does not
depend on δU [i.e., substituting nis(ε ± δU ) → nis(ε) like in
a semiconductor], Eq. (2) cannot be satisfied since nis > 0.
Thus, the strong violation stems essentially from the interact-
ing character captured by the BCS mean-field theory and, as
we are going to show, it is the essential precursor of the bipolar
thermoelectric phenomena. The fundamental role of the inter-
action clarifies also well why this effect can be associated with
a spontaneous symmetry breaking of the EH symmetry in-
duced by the out-of-equilibrium condition [32,34,35]. In fact,
the capability of the BCS DOS to rigidly shift with the elec-
trochemical potential, together with its monotonic decreasing
nature for |E | > �, leads to a system that transports electrons
and holes in a different way, without an explicit breaking of
the spectral EH symmetry for the DOS. Intriguingly, a suitable
temperature gradient leads to a thermocurrent against the bias
(absolute negative conductance).

Current. In the sequential tunneling approximation we
get the electric current through a standard master equa-
tion approach [44–46], in which the time evolution of the
population Pn of the island charge state n is determined by
Ṗn = ∑

n′ Wnn′Pn′ . The kernel Wnn′ = ∑
j=R,L �nn′

j , with the
diagonal terms Wnn fixed by the conservation of the proba-
bility,

∑
n Pn = 1, implying

∑
n Wnn′ = 0. The rates �n,n±1

j =
� j (δUn,n±1) correspond only to the transitions n = n′ ± 1
described by the rates of Eq. (1). The electrostatic energy
differences are δUn,n±1 = U (n ± 1) − U (n) ± eV/2 follow-
ing the usual form of the “orthodox” theory [39,44,47], with
V = VL − VR being the source-drain bias and U (n) = EC (n −
qis/e)2/2 the electrostatic energy. This depends on the offset
charge on the island qis = CgVg + ∑

j CjVj , with Cg being
the gate capacitance and Cj the jth barrier capacitance (for
which Ctot = Cg + CL + CR). In the stationary limit [47], the
current can be simply computed in the right lead I = IR =
−IL = e

∑
n[�n,n+1

R − �n,n−1
R ]P0

n , where P0
n is the stationary

probability of island charge states. This general numerical
approach can be further simplified in the Coulomb blockade
regime kBT 	 EC by noting that the dominant contribution to
the transport at one resonance is associated only with the tun-
neling rates involving neighboring charge states n − 1 � n.
The current in such a case can be written as

In = e
�

f
L (n − 1)� f

R (n) − �b
L(n)�b

R(n − 1)

�
f
L (n − 1) + �

f
R (n) + �b

L(n) + �b
R(n − 1)

, (3)
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FIG. 2. (a), (b) Charge current flowing through the SIS′IS structure at thermal equilibrium (a) and in the nonlinear regime (b) vs V and
NG = CGVG/e. The color scale is the same for both graphs. (c) Blow-up of the red-dashed region shown in panel (b) where the onset of the
thermoelectric behavior is clearly visible. The calculation parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1.

where we use a shortened notation for the rates �
f /b
j (n) =

� j (±δUn,n±1). Since we are mainly interested in the deep
subgap regime in the bias range |eV | < 2� with EC = 4�,
we approximate the current by considering the dominant
contribution of two neighboring Coulomb resonances, i.e.,
I = In + In+1 + O(e−Ec/2kBThot ).

Coulomb diamonds. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the current
I as a function of the source-drain bias V and the gate-tunable
offset charge NG = CgVg/e. Typical Coulomb diamonds ap-
pear, which display periodicity in the offset charge NG in
units of the electron charge e. The system does not present
any even-odd effect since the average Cooper pair recombi-
nation rate in our system �r � 16 kHz [42] is much smaller
than the tunneling rates � j ∼ I/e (inverse average electron
dwelling time in the island). Coulomb diamonds at equilib-
rium are shown in Fig. 2(a). As a guide for the eye, we
show with black dashed lines the boundaries of the Coulomb
diamonds for � = 0, where the electrostatic energies van-
ish, δUn,n±1(NG,V ) ≡ 0. As expected, the SC gap pushes
the boundaries of the Coulomb diamonds up in energy, and
charge transport is suppressed in the (NG,V ) plane domains
satisfying (eV < 2� + 2�is ≈ 3�).

Figure 2(b) shows the results for the nonequilibrium case,
Thot = 0.7 TC > Tcold. Subgap conduction channels become
visible, as thermally excited states promote the stronger emer-
gence of the matching peak resonances. At integer NG and
|eV | ∼ 3�, where the transport is dissipative (IV > 0) even
if fully inside the Coulomb blockade diamond, we clearly
see the appearance of yellow (blue) crosses at positive (neg-
ative) V . These features stem from the enhancement of the
negative energy peak in the tunneling rate for electrostatic
energy δU ≈ −δU ∗ [see Fig. 1(b)] and are also a direct con-
sequence of the strong violation of the detailed balance, even
if their nature is still dissipative. More intriguingly, for half-
integer NG and eV ∼ �/2, the sign of the current becomes
opposite to the bias IV < 0, as shown in the blow-up of
Fig. 2(c). This behavior is a signature of thermoelectricity and
it appears only when a finite temperature difference is applied
between the island and the hot leads. These subgap structures
are equivalently present at positive and negative bias for the
same temperature difference, showing the full bipolar char-
acter that is enforced by the spectral EH symmetry of the
unbiased system. The emerging bipolar thermoelectric effect

is similar to SIS′ systems [33]. Furthermore, our bipolar ther-
moelectric superconducting transistor offers the possibility
to be manipulated thanks to Coulomb interaction and asso-
ciated gating effects. We stress that, unlike a conventional
quantum-dot thermoelectric effect [48,49] that is activated by
a temperature gradient between the leads, the present effect
appears when the leads have the same temperature higher than
the Coulomb island [43].

Figure 3(a) displays cuts of Fig. 2(b) at different values
of V . In a region around the half-integer gate charge NG we
clearly see a change of the sign of the current around the
Coulomb resonance opposite to the bias (thermoelectric ef-
fect). Notably, the sign of the thermoelectric current does not
change passing through the resonant value due to the unique
bipolar nature, unlike in the conventional (unipolar) thermo-
electric effect in a quantum dot [25]. Figure 3(b) shows cuts

FIG. 3. Out-of-equilibrium (Thot = 0.7TC) current I vs (a) NG

for different values of V and (b) V for different values of NG

[respectively, horizontal and vertical cuts of Fig. 2(b)]. Dashed lines
correspond to the prediction of the simplified model Eq. (3), showing
its validity in the case of EC � eV . (c) Out-of-equilibrium zero-bias
conductance vs NG calculated for the curves in panels (b).
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of Fig. 2(b) at fixed NG. We first focus on the zero-bias behav-
ior: as we vary NG towards half-integer values the zero-bias
conductance (ZBC) G0 = dI/dV |V =0 becomes negative at the
critical value N∗

G ≈ 1.42 [see Fig. 3(c)]. This behavior bla-
tantly suggests the spontaneous breaking of the EH symmetry
of the system [32,33] and highlights the unique capability
of the gate control in our system that, differently from other
platforms [36], allows one to continuously tune the bipolar
thermoelectric properties. A negative ZBC, together with the
condition I (0,�T ) = 0 as dictated by spectral EH symmetry,
implies the existence of thermoelectricity (IV < 0) and the
existence of a Seebeck voltage VS , since at high-biases eV �
3� the system necessarily becomes again dissipative, IV > 0.
Interestingly, this implies that the Seebeck voltage (i.e., open
circuit voltage defined as I (VS ) = 0) is expected to be depen-
dent on the gate voltage, VS (NG), with clear consequences
on the gate tunability of the thermoelectric performance. At
finite values of V the current exhibits a peak changing in
sign (thermoelectricity) when NG approaches half-integer val-
ues. The system shows an absolute negative conductance and
thereby thermopower, Ẇ = −IV > 0. Furthermore, for some
values of NG the IV curve presents more than one resonant
peak (see yellow line): this is a consequence of the Coulomb
blockade, since the island electrostatic energy differences δU
for different rates depend on the gate NG and the bias V , and
correspondingly the matching peaks resonance of the domi-
nant rates appear split for nonresonant values NG �= 1/2 + n
of the IV curve. Note that a similar double-peak structure can
be observed also as a function of NG, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Thermoelectric figures of merit. The intrinsic nonlinear
nature of the above effect does not allow us to describe the
thermoelectric figures of merit of our system via a linear
thermoelectric approach [50]. However, we can still define
a Seebeck voltage VS and a nonlinear Seebeck coefficient
S = VS/�T , with �T = Thot − Tcold. We stress that spectral
EH symmetry implies two Seeback voltages, ±VS , and a bipo-
lar S [32]. Figure 4(a) shows VS (solid line, left scale) and
|S| (dashed line, right scale) as a function of NG for different
temperatures of the leads. By changing Thot, the Seebeck volt-
age shows hornlike nonlinear features which are even higher
at slightly lower values of Thot. By inspection of Fig. 3(b)
we recognize that the yellow curve has two peaks and for
certain values of �T the second peak can even cross the I = 0
axis, returning a higher open circuit (Seebeck) voltage. Anal-
ogously, S is also similarly affected and its maximal value is
not necessarily associated to the maximal thermovoltage (due
to the nonlinearities it is not even necessarily associated with
the highest temperature difference �T ). In Fig. 4(b) the maxi-
mum thermocurrent Imax(NG) = max0<V <2�/e[|I (V, NG)|] as a
function of NG is shown to gradually become zero while low-
ering Thot, as expected, since the temperature difference is not
enough to trigger the bipolar thermoelectricity [34,35]. The
thermoelectric generator character of the transistor appears
when closing the circuit on a load resistor. Figure 4(c) displays
the output power of the structure as a function of NG for differ-
ent values of the load resistor, demonstrating the ability of fine
gating control of the output power. The maximum achievable

FIG. 4. (a) Seebeck voltage (left y axis) and nonlinear Seebeck
coefficient |S| (right y axis) vs NG for different values of Thot.
(b) Maximum thermocurrent vs NG for different values of Thot.
(c) Power output Pout = −Ĩ Ṽ vs NG for a few values of the load
resistor. Ĩ and Ṽ are the solutions of the intersection of the IV
characteristics with the load line of the resistor. Among all possible
solutions only that with dI/dV > 0 can be operated by the engine
[32,38].

output power is typically associated with the smallest possible
load resistance and turns out to depend on several parameters.

Conclusions. We theoretically proposed and analyzed a
bipolar thermoelectric superconducting single-electron tran-
sistor that enables tuning and control of the bipolar thermo-
electric effect through an applied gate voltage. The interplay
between Coulomb blockade and out-of-equilibrium thermo-
electricity finds its origin in the strong violation of the
detail balance, which is triggered by different SC gaps, by
a finite temperature difference, and, crucially, by the inter-
acting nature intrinsic to superconductivity. We investigated
the performance of a fully gate-tunable heat engine that can
provide, with realistic parameters, a nonlinear Seebeck co-
efficient up to ∼3 mV/K at subKelvin temperatures. The
effect can be implemented in a structure that can produce
gate-controlled single-electron thermoelectricity in a fully su-
perconducting design, thereby fostering interest on on-chip
energy harvesting and management, single-charge electronics,
and single-photon detection [37].
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